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This paper consists of two parts. In the first part two existence theorems 
for the BVP at ?S points 
go p&) X(-J = f(t, 4, 
idyak) = A&k (i = O,..., Yk - 1, K = 1, 2 ,..., m), 
m > 2, or + ... + Y, = n, have been proved which represent a generalization 
of some theorems from papers [7, II]. The second part brings a maximum 
principle for differential equations of the even order which is again a generaliza- 
tion of the results from paper [2]. In the considerations the sign of the Green 
function of the corresponding homogeneous BVP plays an important role. 
1 
1. In [4, p. 23X], a fixed point theorem for isotone operators in partially 
ordered spaces has been proved which is distinguished for its constructive 
character. Its slightly strengthened version is given by the following Theorem 1. 
Recall that an operator T is i&one if T(x) < T(y) whenever x: < y. 
THEOREM 1. Let (E, <) be a partially ordered space, x0 < y0 be two elements 
of E. Denote [x,, , yO] the interz.al {x E E: x0 < x ,( y,,}. Let T: [x0, y,,] -+ E be 
isotone and let it possess the properties: 
(1) xo < Wo); 
(2) the (nondecrvasing) seque?zce {T”(x,,)),“=, where T”(x,) = x0 , Tn+l(xO) = 
TITn(x,,)]foreachn = 0, 1, 2,... is well de$ned, i.e., T”(q) < y,, for each natural n; 
(3) the sequence (Tn(xO))~=,, h as sup x E E (in lzotation T”(,v,) t x); 
(4) T”+Yd t T(x). 
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(1)’ T(Yo> GYO ; 
(2)’ the (nonincreasing) sequence {TTL(yO)f,“_, is welE dejined, i.e., 
T’“( yO) > x0 fop each rlatural n; 
(3)’ the sequence (T’“(yo)}.~Z=o 1 zas inf y  E E (in notation T”(y,,) 4 y); 
(4)’ T’“+Yyo) L T(Y)- 
Then x = T(x) and for afzy $xed point u of T x < u is true. (Then y  = T(y) 
and for any fixed point u of T u < y  is valid.) 
Mel-eover if Tpossesses both properties (1) and(l)‘, then the sequences (T*(x,))~+, r 
(T”(y,))~~=, are zueil dejned and ;f, further, T shows the properties (3j, (3)’ and 
(4), (4)‘, then 
so < T(x,,) < ... < T’“(xJ < ... < s < y  < ... < T”(y,) 
< ... G VYO) G 3’0 , 
x = T(x), y  = T(y) d an each Jixed point u of T satisfies x < u < y. 
Although Theorem 1 is very simple, by means of it some constructive 
existence theorems can be proved. The proof of the Viswanatham lemma 
112, Theorem I] and the proof of an existence theorem by Bange [I, Theo- 
rem 3.11, have served as a model of this theorem. In this paper Theorem 1 will 
be applied to prove the existence of a solution to a nonlinear BVP for ordinary 
differential equations. First a corollary to Theorem 1 will be given which proves 
the existence theorem of Hanson and Waltman [6]. 
2. Let (S, 2, p) be a space with positive u-finite measure. Let M(S, 2, p) 
(L,(S, 2, p), 1 < p < co) be the partially ordered space of all real measurable 
functions defined on S (of all real functions belonging to the space L,(S, Z, p), 
1 ,( p < co) where f < g means that f (s) < g(s) for almost all s E S. Throughour 
the paper an equality or an inequality of two measurable functions will be 
understood almost everywhere. As it is known, L,(S, 2, EL) C MjS, 2, p) and 
the spaces L,(S, -P, p), 1 < p < CC! and M(S, Z, p) are relatively complete 
lattices [3, pp. 364-3651. With respect to this, assumptions (3) and (3)’ are 
automatically fulfilled and thus the following corollary is true. 
COROLLARY. Let E be any of the aboce mentioned partially ordered spaces and 
let x0 <y. be two elements of E. Let T: [x0 , yo] + E be isotone and satisfy the 
conditions: 
(4 x0 < PO), T(Y,) <y. . 
Then PY~o))~~o , P(yo)),“_, are well deJined and there exist x, y  E E with 
T”(d,) 1 x, Tn(yo) $ y. Let 
(b) T”+l(xo) T T(x), Tn+ltyo) L T(Y). 
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Then x = T(S), y  = T(y) and each Jised point u of T satisjies the inequalities 
X<U<Y. 
3. Let E > 2, 2 < m < n be natural numbers, a, < ... < a, be real 
numbers, 1 < rk, k = 1, 2,..., m be natural numbers such that r1 + ra + ... + 
P nl = n and A,,, , i = 0 ,..., rk - 1, k = 1, 2 ,..., wz be real numbers. Let further, 
?s EL( 
a,, a,), j = 0, l,..., n, p,,(t) = 1 in [u3., urn] a.e. and let f(t, x): 
a, , a,] x R + R satisfy Caratheodory conditions, i.e., f(t, x,,) is measurable 
in t for each x,, E R, for almost all t, E [a, , a,] f(f, , X) is continuous in x and 
sup{1 f (t, x)1: / x 1 < T} EL(u, , a,) for each T > 0. 
Let us consider the BVP 
(L(x)=) g0 p&) x(+j) = f (t, x), 
xyuB) = Ai,& (i = O,..., rk - 1, k = 1, 2 ,..., m). (2) 
Denote the class of all functions x possessing x(~) gL(a, , a3 as L(“)(a, , a,). 
Then by a solution of (1) on [a, , a,] each function x EL(“)(u, , a,) satisfying 
(1) a.e. on [ai , u,~] is understood. 
If  the corresponding homogeneous problem 
L(x) = 0, (1’) 
x(i)(uk.) = 0 (i = O,..., rk - 1, k = 1, 2 ,..., m) (2’) 
has only the trivial solution, from Theorems 1 and 2, and their proofs, in [5] the 
existence of a unique function G = G(t, S) defined on [al , a,] x lJrL<r (aI , a& 
follows with the properties: 
(1) 8G/W, k = O,..., n - 2, is continuous in [al, a,J X (ai, a,,,), 
1 = l,..., m - 1, and can be continuously extended to [n, , a,] x [Us , n,,,]; 
for, short it will be said to be continuous in [a, , a,] x [al , a,,,], I = l,..., m - 1. 
(2) S-lG/S-l is continuous in the domains a1 < t < S, s E [a1 , ar+J 
and s < t < am , s E [al , a,,,], respectively, for 2 = l,..., m - 1. 
(3) The function G(., S) satisfies (1’) for t E [a,, a,], t f  s, and the 
boundary conditions (2’). 
(4) If  I’ E L(a r , a,) and w is the unique solution of the problem (l’), (2) 
(the existence and uniqueness of ELI is guaranteed by the nonexistence of a 
nontrivial solution to (1’) (2’)), then the solution 3’ of the problem L(y) = r(t), 
(2) is given by v(t) = w(t) + sQ”y G(z, S) r(s) ds. 
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Hence, under the mentioned assumptions the BVP (l), (2) is equivalent to 
the integral equation 
x(t) = et(t) + 6” G(t, S)f[S, x(s)] ds (3) 
in the sense that each solution N EL(~, , an,) of (2) belongs to L~“)(a, , a,,) and 
is a solution of (1) (2) and conversely. 
(5) Under the assumption that the differential equation (1’) is disconjugate 
on [a, , am], problem (l’), (2’) has only the trivial solution and the sign of G 
is determined by the inequality 
and G(t, s) i 0, a, < t < aif , aP < s < a,,, ) 1, p = I,..., nz - 1 [3, 
pp. 80-U]. 
Consider now the operator T defined in L(a, , a,) by 
By the properties of G and f  T: L(u, , a,) +L(12)(al ~ a,,). Moreover, in the 
subspace C,-, = C,-,([a1 , a,,]) provided by the norm 11 x II = maxk,O,l,...,n--I 
(max,,[, ,a 1 / x(~J(~)$, T as a mapping from C.,-,_, into itself, is compact. When 
xlr ---f x ik rhis space, we get that [T(xJjtk) (t) + [T(x)]c”J (t) (k = 0, I?..., n - I) 
pointwise in [aI , a,,“] and the sequences {[T(x,,~)](~)~ are equicontinuous on thx 
interval. These facts imply the uniform convergence of ([T(.v~)](~)> to [Tf.~)]!r~’ 
(i; = 0, l,..., 7c - 1) on [a r , a,,] and hence T is continuous. 
With respect to (4), we shall introduce a partial ordering in C,-, . Consider 
x, y  E C,+, . We shall say that x < y  if and only if ( -l)rz:l+*.‘+r~[y(t) - x(t)] > 0 
for all t E [aI , ul+J and ail 2 = I,..., *lz - 1. In other words, supposing (4) is 
true, the set of indices I,..., nz - 1 can be divided into two groups HI = 
(1 E (l,..., m - 11: 1’@1 + ... + rl>, is evenf, Hz = (IE{l,...? nz - I>: rr+r -;- ... 
+ P, is odd) such that if ZE H,(H,), then G(t, S) > 0, n, < t < alLL and 
y(t) > x(t) on the same interval (G(t, S) < 0, y(t) < x(t) for ar < t < u&. 
Let x, y  ELc7”)(a r , a,,,$ We shall say that x is a fomer sol&eir (y is an U&M 
solution) of the differential equation (1) if it satisfies the differential inequality 
L(x) < -f(t, x) (L(y) > f(t, y)) a.e. on the whole interval [al , a,,]. The definition 
seems to be natural, yet it opposes (in the sign of inequality) the previous 
definitions of a lower and an upper solution given by severai authors, especially 
for the second-order differential equation. The reason why these authors had 
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chosen the opposite sign lies in their effort to eliminate the influence of the 
negativity of the Green function. 
Let x EL(“)(cz,, a,,J. The solution o, of the problem 
L(w) = 0, 
v(i)(ak.) = x(i)(a,), i = o,..., II; - 1, k = 1, 2,..., m, 
will be called the solution of (1’) associated with the function x. 
Now we can state and prove 
THEOREM 2. Let the dsxeelrential equation (1’) be disconjugate on the in.tervaJ 
Cal , rn , a ] let the function f (t, x) be nondecreasing in x for each t E [al, a,,,], 
1 E H, and nonincreasing in x for each t E [at , a,,,], 1 E H, . Let w be the solution 
of the problem (l’), (2). I f  thue exist a lower and an upper solution x0 , y,, , respec- 
tively, of the equation (1) such that 
x0 d Yo (5) 
and the solutions zlZO , z’IO of (1’) associated with the functions x0 , y. , respectively, 
satisfy 
%“, ,< W < vyo , (6) 
then tlze sequences {zQ~~~ , (y,>& , the terms of which are the solutions of the 
problem 
and 
-w = f[t, %-&)I, 
.(“)(a3 = Ai,, (i = O,..., rh - I, h = 1, 2 ,..., m), 
L(Y) = f  [t, Y,-dOI, 
yLi)(a,) = A,,, (i = O,..., yt - 1, h = 1, 2 ,..., m), 
respectively, are me11 defined, (sD}~=,, converges to an element x E C,-, , {Y,>,“~ 
converges to an element y  E C,-, (the conzrergence being in the metric of C,-,), 
x and y  are solutions qf the problem (l), (2), and each solution u of that problem 
wlzich lies in the interval [x0 , yo], satis$es also 
x<u<y. (8) 
TJae inequalities (j)-(S) are all considered in the partially ordered space C,-, . 
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Proof Consider the space C,-, . When X, y  E C,-, , M < y, then x(t) <y(t) 
for t E [ua, , a,,,], 1 E f-r, and T(x)(t) = w(t) + J‘zy G(t, s)f[s, X(S)] ds < w(t) + 
J:; W, s)fb> ~($1 ds = T(y)(Q Th is, together with the converse inequality 
in the intervals [a, , alfl ] for I E J!& , gives T(x) < T(y). Hence, T is isotone. 
.~a satisfies the BVP L(X) =L(~s)(t), X(~)(Q) = ~$‘(a~), i = O,..., rh: - 1, 
k = 1, 2,..., ~rz, and hence it satisfies the integral equation x,(t) = vz,(t) + 
J;; G(t, s)L(q,)(s) ds. Ag ain we have to consider two cases. In the intervals 
I% y  ai,, ] I E Nr , the last expression is less or equal to W(E) + sz: Gjr, S) 3 
f[~, X”(S)] ds. Converse inequality in the other intervals completes the proof of 
the inequality x,, < T(x,) in C,-, . Similarly T(y,) <y,, can be proved. By 
Theorem 1, the sequences {Tp(x,)),“_, , (TP(y,))~& are well defined. Since 
Tp(.r,) = TITg-l(xO)], p = 1, 2 ,..., from the equivalence between (1), (2) and 
(3) we get that TP(x,) = xlp, TP(yo) = ya _ {~~(t)}z=,, is nondecreasing and 
bounded from above by ys(t) in [a, , a,,,], 1 E HI and is nonincreasing and 
bounded from below by ys(t) in [al ? ulfl], 1 E HZ . Denote X(S) = lim,,, .vO(t)’ 
t E [aa, , a,J. Since (zc~)~~~ is uniformly bounded in [ai, n,,], one can prove 
directly that {~g’)pr (k = 0, I ,..., n - 1) is equicontmuous and uniformly 
bounded in the same interval. Hence there exists a subsequence {;v,$F=r such that 
{x:,)>?& is uniformly convergent to x(k) (k = 0, l,..., n ~ 1) and x’ E C,-, . 
Further lim,_, x,(t) = WV(~) as well as the above mentioned equicontinuity 
and uniform boundedness of (x~‘}~=‘=, (k = 0, l,..., 3;! - 1) in [ur , a,] gives 
that the whole sequence (.x,}P~ is convergent to x in the metric of C,-, . Clearly 
X, t X. Similarly there exists a y  E CYn_, such that yn -* y, yv  1 y  and (7) holds. 
By continuity of T at X, we get that (.~~~r>~=~ converges uniformly to (T(X))!“’ 
(k = 0, I,..., n - I) which together with the monotonic character of that 
sequence gives L~D+l f  T(x). Analogously y+i 1 T(y). Again by Theorem 1, the 
last part of Theorem 2 follows. 
4, While Theorem 2 bears a constructive character, the next theorem 
brings a pure existence statement. 
THEOREM 3. Let the diferential equation (1’) be discolzjugate on the intercai 
[al> m a ] and let w be the solution of the problem (I’), (2). If there exist a lozL!er and 
an upper solution x0 , yO , respectively, of the equation (1) such that the inequalities 
(5), (6) ure true and 
L(%)(t) - f (t, 4 < 0 < L(Y&) - f(t, 4 Pi 
holds for all (t, x) E W, where W is given by 
w = ((t, x): x*(t) < x < y&t)> u ((t, s): y()(t) < .‘L‘ < Lx,(t)), 
then the Bt’P (l), (2) has a solutioolz x such tlzat x lies in the interval [x0 , yO]. 
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Proof. Keeping the previous notations, we shall consider the space 
c = C([a r , a,]) provided with the norm 11 x (Ia = max,,[a,,a,] j s(t)1 and 
partially ordered in the same way as C,-, has been. Then T as a mapping 
from C into C is compact and continuous. The interval [x,, , ya] = 
{X E C: x,, < x < y,,) is a closed, convex, and bounded subset of C. When 
x0 < x < yo ) then (t, x(t)) E W for all t E [a,, a,,] and, by (6), (9), for all 
t E [al > 4+,1, l E fh , W):)(t) = w(t) + J:; G(t, s) fb, x(s)] ds < e?,,(t) + 
J::, G(t, ~)GY,)(s) A = ye(t). F or 1 E Hs we get T(x)(t) > y,,(t), t E [uL , a,+,]. 
Similarly T(x)(t) > xO(t)(T(x)(t) ,( x&t)) for t E [al , a,,,], I E H,(Z E Hs) can 
be proved. This gives that (5) (6), -and (9) imply that T([xo , y,J) C [x,, , y,,]. 
By the Schauder fixed point theorem there is a fised point of T in [x,, , ys] 
and that completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
5, Remark. A trivial sufficient condition for (6) to be fulfilled is that 
x,, and y0 satisfy the boundary conditions (2). Then ZI,~ = w = ZI,~. Less 
trivial conditions will be given in the two special cases: 
(1) When the loweT and the upper solutions x0 , y0 , respecticrely, sati& the 
bozmdury conditions 
xf’(arc) = A. . = yyu z.l 0 k, ) i = o,..., yk - 1, k = 2,..., m  - 1 
(if such points exist); 
xy(uj> = a,,j = ypyu-) 3 3 i = o,..., ri-2,j=l,m 
(if r1 9 Tvl > 2); 
(-l)n+rl-l [x(y(u,) - Arl-,,,] > 0 2 (-1y-l * [y$“-“(Ul) - A,,+]; 
xpl$z,> 2 Ar,,l,m 3 yp+&J; 
then zs, , Q o satisfy the inequalities (6). 
Consider the solution u = vyO - w of (1’). By the assumptions u satisfies 
the conditions 
zJi)(a6) = 0, i = O,..., rL - 1, k = 2,..., m  - 1; 
di)(aj) = 0, i = O,..., rj - 2, j = 1, m; 
and 
C-1) n+r1-1 uw(al) < 0, .(r”-l’(um) < 0. 
Suppose that at least one inequality is strict, and hence u(t) + 0 in [a, , a,,,]. 
Three cases may occur: 
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(4 z@-l)(ai) = 0. Then, counting multiplicities, .u has IZ - 1 zeros 
in [ul , am]. Hence u cannot have any other zeros than those mentioned and 
therefore ~(rm-l)(n,J < 0. By Taylor’s theorem 
u(t) = [U”“-qtJ(rm - l)!](t - a,J~~--l 
for 4, --E<t<a, and, if E > 0 is. sufficiently small, the sign of u in 
(a, - E, a,) is equal to ( -l)‘rm. The same is true in the whole interval 
(amp1 , u,~). From that, again using Taylor’s formula and the fact that 
z((~+~)(u~~-,) # 0 we get that the sign of u(~+~)(u~~~~) is ( -l)rm. In a left neigh- 
borhood of a,,_, we obtain from the formula 
u(t) = [u”m-“(t,n-l)/r,-l!](t - arflJJ+~ 
that the sign of u(t) is equal to (-l)rm-lf’m~. This is also true in [Q?~-~ , a.,-,]. 
Proceeding in this way we will come, step by step, to the conclusion that u > 0 
in the space C, -i . 
(b) u”m-l)(a,) = 0. Again u has exactly n - 1 zeros and thus 
(-l)ll+r,-l &-1, (al) < 0. Using Taylor’s formula we get that the sign of u(l) 
in [n, , ua] is equal to the sign of zJr~-l)(u~ and thus to (-I)““1 = (-l)+r~ = 
(-l)r,+--+r,. From that we obtain that the sign of z&)(u,) is equal to 
(--I) pa+“‘+rn~. The same is true for the sign of U(L) in [aa , aa]. By induction we 
again get that z( > 0 in C,_, . 
(c) (-l)n+rl-l z~(‘l-~)(a,) < 0, ~&‘m-l)(a~,J < 0. In this case u has 
n - 2 zeros prescribed and can have one more. If  it were another zero Z~ in 
(a . L , a,,,), then proceeding backward from am as in the case (a) we would get 
that the sign of u in (z~ , ukfl) is equal to ( -l)r~+l+“‘+r~~ while proceeding 
forward as in the case (b) gives that the sign of u in (+ , &) is equal to 
(-l)rr;+l+‘-+r,~ Thus u must have a double zero which is impossible. Neither 
So = a, can happen. Therefore zc possesses exactly n - 2 zeros in [a, , a,] and 
by reasoning as in the case (a) we shall obtain that u 3 0 in C,-, . That gives 
the second inequality in (6). 
The first inequality in (6) can be proved in a similar manner. 
(2) When fl = n - 1, r, = 1, m = 2, L(X) = .@), the lower and the 
upper solutions x0 , y0 , respectively, satisfy the boundary conditions 
ye’ < Ai 1 < P(a ) 0 19 i = O,..., 12 - 2, YOW d A,,%? 
G ho, (10) 
then vzTO , 2’, o satisfy the inequalities (6). 
Proof. Here 1 E H2 and we consider the solution u = zlVO - w of (1’). 
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Equation (10) implies @(a,) 6 0, i = O,..., 71 - 2, ~(a,) < 0. We can find 
the explicit form of ZL. It reads 
x [ 
n-2 *‘iya,) 
@2) - c 7 i-0 . (a2 - Q] 
- (a2 - :p ( 
n-2 *qa,) 
g -- i! (t - alli (a2 - 4 
x [(a, - ~~)n--l-~ - (t - al)n-l-i] + u(u,)(t - a$+l) 
< 0 in [a, , a2]. (11) 
Hence ZL~ < ZJ~~ in C,_, . Similarly v,~ < w can be proved. 
Comparing Theorem 2 with the results of [7, pp. 535-5361, we see that on 
the basis of the last Remark, Theorem 2 generalizes Theorem 9 and Theorem 10 
from that paper. Similarly Theorem 3 generalizes Theorem 3.1 from [ll, 
pp. 672-6731. 
2 
6, In [2] the well-known maximum principle for the solutions of the 
inequality U”(X) > 0 has been extended to solutions of fourth-order differential 
equations. It reads as follows. 
If  x is a real-valued C@) function on the interval [a, , a,] which satisfies the 
inequalities 
.P’(t) > 0, 
x’(q) 2 0, 
t E (al , a,), 
x’(a,) ,( 0, 
then x attains its minimum at a, or ay . 
An alternate proof of that theorem has been given in [8]. The principle can 
be generalized to 2?nth order equations. 
THEOREM 4. Let x E L(““)(a, , aJ satisfy t?ze problem 
.Pyt) > 0, t E (a1 ,a,>, (12) 
(-1)” X(i)(Ur) > 0, 
(-l)7n+i G(a,) > 0, i = l,..., m - 1 (if such i exist); 
(13) 
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then in the case m even (m odd) x attains its mirzimum (its maximma) at either a, 
or a2 . 
Whe~z the inequalities in (12) and (13) are reversed, then the precediltg result is 
true, provided the word minimum is replaced by tJze word maximu~~z alzd vice ztersa. 
Proof. Only the case (12), (13), and m even will be proved. Similarly as 
in [S] we shall start with the integral representation 
x(tj = mfl q,z(t) &j(a,) + ‘nfl ri(t)(-l>i rci)(a,) + ja’ G(t, S) x(~~)~)(s) ds 
i=O iso a1 
where G is the Green function of the problem 
&.(2?n) = 0 
9 
xCi)(a,) = 0 (i = 0 ,a-*, nz - 1, h = 1, 2), 
(14) 
qi (i = o,..., m - 1) is the solution of the problem (14), 
S)(a,) = 1, 3+)(a,) = 0, (I = O,..., m - 1, I f  i) 
x(l)(a,) = 0 (I = o,..., m - l), 
!15j 
and Y,~ (i = O,..., m - 1) satisfies the problem (141, 
(-l>i &)(aJ = 1, P(aJ = 0 (I = o,..., m- 1, z+:i), 
dz)(al) = 0 (I = O,..., m - 1). 
wj 
W, sj b 0 for a, f  t, s < a, . (171 
Since 1 satisfies the same boundary conditions as q. f  to , we get that 
Further 
40(t) -I- To(t) = 1, te[a,,a& w 
4&j > 0, tE(a,,a,), i=O ,..., ~a-1. 09) 
First we shall prove (19) for i = m - 1. In view of (15), qmdl as a polynomial 
of the degree 2~2 - 1 cannot have any further zero besides the prescribed ones 
at a, and as . Similarly q(j+l), i E (0, l,..., m - 21, can have at most i zeros in 
(al ) aJ. Thus q. must bi strictly decreasing in [aI , aa] and it has no zeros at 
all in (aI, a%). Let i E (l,..., m - 2) and suppose qi has at least one zero in 
(aI j a,). Using Rolle’s theorem, step by step we shall come to the conclusion 
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that qi’ must have at least two zeros in (ur , a,) ,..., qfi) as well as q’,i+‘) mus 
possess i + 1 zeros. The obtained contradiction shows that (19) is true. 
As to r.i, iE{O ,...) WE - 11, by the transformation us - t = 7 - aa the 
interval [ur , ~a] goes into [ua, 2~2, - ur], (14) remains the same, and the 
boundary conditions (16) change into (15) (at a, and 2~s - a,). Equation (19. 
then implies 
ri(t) > 0, tE(u,,u,), i=o )...) m-l. (20: 
Now the statement of the theorem follows from the relations (17)-(20). 
Using formula (1 l), which yields that the solutions ZJ~ (; = O,..., n - 2) 01 
the problem 
x(n) c 0 
(21) x’yu,) = 1, x”‘(u,) = 0 (I = o,.:. , n - 2, I f  i), x(u2) = 0, 
as well as the solution zu, of (21), 
“‘“‘(U,) = 0 (I = o,..., n - 2), x(u2) 7 1 
are all positive in (a, , ua), we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 5. Let x EL(“)(u, , uJ satisfy the problem 
x(n)(t) > 0, t E (al 9 4, 
s’ya,) < 0 (i = l,..., n - 2 zy such i exist). 
(22) 
(23) 
Then x attains its muximzcm either at a, or at uB . 
When x E L(‘z)(ul , u2) sutisjes (22), 
(-l)n-r+i #(aa) > 0 (i = I,..., n - 2 if such i exist), (24) 
then in the case n odd (YZ even) x attains its minimum (its maximum) at a, or u2 . 
Like in Theorem 4, reversing the inequalities (22), (23) or (22), (24) we get 
from the maximum principle the minimum principle and vice versa. 
7, In order to obtain a generalization of Theorem 2 from [2], we shall 
consider a function f  =f(t, x1 ,..., N$,): [ai , us] x Ram + R which is measur- 
able in t for each (x1 ,..., “rs,,J E R2m and continuous in (x1 ,..., *v2,,J for almost 
every t E [ur , as]. Furthermore, we assume that there exist a nonnegative func- 
tion P,(t, x1 ,... , xpm) showing the same regularity conditions as f(t, x*r ,.,.., xpm). 
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and nonnegative functions Pi(t) EL(u, , a,) (; = I,..., 21~1) which are such that 
(a) lf(4 xl ,..., xzm)l < pdt, x1 ,..., x2tn) + CEIPk(t) I xk I, 
g:l 
(bj for h = 1, 2,..., the functions Or(t) = sup{\ P,(t, .q ,..., .~a,~)\: 
/ Xi I < h) EL@, ) a*), 
(c) Iim inf,,, (l/k) Jz Q*(t) tit = 0. 
Then the following Corollary to Theorem 4 is true. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that m is even and that f satisfies the inequality 
0 <f(t, Xl ,...I JL2mj 
for x1 >, 0 and arbitrary t E [a, , a,], x2 ,-*-, “%m 1 whereby the problem 
2n1 
1 .Pyt)j < c PJt) 1 L-d-ytjl, 
84 
xya,) = 0, xya*) = 0 (i = 0, I,..., 112 - 1) 
has ody the trivial solution in the class L(*“)(a 1 , aJ. Then there exists a non- 
negative sohltion of the problem 
x(i)(a,) = c+ 2 0, 
x(*m) = f(t, x ,...) X(+-l)), 
(25) 
(-l)i N(aa) = /Ii > 0 (i = 0, l,..., ~12 - 1). 
Proof. Together with f the function g defined by g(t, x1 ,..., x21,Lj =
f(t, 1 x1 /, xa ,..., xem) shows the properties (a), (b), (c) with the function 
P&, x1 ,... , +,J = P,(t, 1 or [ ,..., 3~~~~~) instead of P, . By [lo, Theorem 31, which 
is applicable in this case, we get that there exists a solution u of the problem (25), 
ZP) = g(t, x )...) x(2+lj). 
Smce g 3 0, by Theorem 4 .U attains its minimum either at a, or at a, and this 
is nonnegative in view of (25). 
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